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Changing India: Essay on Changing India. Article shared by: ADVERTISEMENTS: Change is a characteristic of all
societies â€“ be they primitive or modern.

If we do not listen and respond what they said, it will create a fight and opponent. Respectable, responsible,
and decency are the part of direct interaction. It is very vital when Indonesian people give more love to foreign
culture then our own culture. Children going out to play to sweat it out are very rare sight. In India, we have
instances of Mohen-jo-Daro and Harappa, cultures which once flourished, but are now extinct. Simplicity and
etiquettes were things of the past. These changes were very much necessary for the development of our
society. At times, the inhabitants of a given settlement may abandon it altogether for one reason or the other
and settle elsewhere. When we think about primitive ethnics like Dayak in Kalimantan, Kubu in Sumatera,
and Asmat in Papua, we directly think they are so weird and left behind. But these online activity can cause
some impact to their live like when they work in front of computer every day it can causes some disturbance
on their vision because the radiation, other impact is the feeling of dependence to facebook because they want
to share and tell their opinion and experience every time, the last impact is they do not want to interact directly
face to face with other people because they just use media to communicate. What can you conclude upon
seeing a group of teenagers sitting at a restaurant together and instead of talking they are texting on another.
Changing work condition, less physical activity. But this is only a partial truth. For example when we do
something wrong, our parents will know about that and they will give us some advices. Because they do not
use motorcycle or car, they have to ride the bicycle or they have to go on foot to move and reach other place.
Nowadays, we have known some technology tools in communication like television, internet, social network,
facebook, e-mail, and other common things. We can just put the telephone on the table and do other activity
because our parent can not see what we do ehen they talking. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. They
use so much technology to do everything in their lives. The world health organization WHO estimates that
worldwide. On the other side, primitive people do not use these kinds of tools to interact and communicate
because their populations are isolated from other. Although the modern or primitive people eat the same
source of food, but each other gets the different nutrition. So the present generation of children are very much
unaware of our Indian Culture. It is sometimes linked with immorality. This led to low self-esteem In them. I
think that moral values of the youngsters of India are degenerating day by day because of our mimicry of the
western culture. Still we need some changes. National culture has been a key construct in the study of
organizations.


